The simple on-top site random-deposition model for film growth on a simple-cubic (100) substrate is extended to other adsorption-site geometries and crystal structures. Nontrivial statistical correlations within the growing film typically result. However, the master equations can be solved exactly to elucidate, e.g., growth kinetics, Bragg intensity (IBr) behavior for surface diffraction, and spatial correlations within the film. Other techniques facilitate analysis of the percolative structure of intralayer islands. For random deposition at fourfold hollow sites on a face-centered cubic (100) substrate, despite the absence of diffusion, there are distinct IBr oscillations similar to those observed experimentally during deposition of Pt on Pd(100) at low temperature.
the total coverage 6).
(ii) Ballistic deposition models for sc(100) or sq(10) growth: ' Here a "vertical rain" of atoms stick at the first empty site reached with a filled nearest neighbor (NN). Overhangs and avoids result. If L is the substrate linear dimension then g-(h )~with L = Do, and g-L with (h ) = oo. The exponents a, P are nontrivial and dimension dependent.
Allowing multiple restructuring after hitting may change these exponents.
(iii) The Eden model assumes equal addition probabilities for all empty sites neighboring filled sites. ' Overhangs and voids again result, and exponents a, P This is a consequence of the increased clustering, described quantitatively below, in successively higher layers. Figure 5 
These achieve maxima of 4.6 X 10, 6. 5 X 10 9.2X10 at 6 =0. 44, 0.31, 0.28 for j =2, 3, 4, respectively.
IV. RANDOM DEPOSITION AT FOURFOLD HOLLOW SITES
Consider random deposition, at impingement rate k, at fourfold hollow sites starting from an fcc(100) substrate at t =0. Figure 14 shows typical film geometries near the percolation thresholds of the first and fourth layers. Note that fourth-layer threshold clusters are "coarser" than the first-1ayer random percolation clusters, reflecting the development of positive correlations in the fourth layer. As an aside, we note that percolation thresholds for empty regions in layers j & 1 must be determined independently, since the statistics of these is distinct from the filled regions. Characterization of the surface structure of the growing film is also of interest. Figure 15 depicts the evolving surface profile during random deposition at fourfold hollow sites. One can clearly see the inAuence of the geometry of the adsorption site on the local or shortrange structure. However, growth of regions of the film separated laterally by greater than O((h ) ) lattice vec- tors is independent, so the Poisson result for surface width g-(h )'~m ay be expected to apply. This is also suggested by the analysis of Kardar et (Al)
The last identity exploits probability relationships. These are illustrated in Fig. 16 for N =2, but the generalization is obvious. Note that for j =0 and random first-layer statistics, (A1) follows from the identity N )k iv -k k=0
For the bridge-site deposition model, each atom can support (and thus be obscured by) up to N =2 atoms in the layer above. In the fourfold hollow deposition model,
